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ABSTRACT Dense core vesicles (DCVs) can transmit signals by releasing neuropeptides from specialized synaptic regions called active
zones. DCVs reach the active zone by motorized transport through a long axon. A reverse motor frequently interrupts progress by
taking DCVs in the opposite direction. “Guided transport” refers to the mechanism by which outward movements ultimately dominate to
bring DCVs to the synaptic region. After guided transport, DCVs alter their interactions with motors and enter a “captured” state. The
mechanisms of guided transport and capture of DCVs are unknown. Here, we discovered two proteins that contribute to both processes in
Caenorhabditis elegans. SAD kinase and a novel conserved protein we named Sentryn are the first proteins found to promote DCV capture.
By imaging DCVs moving in various regions of single identified neurons in living animals, we found that DCV guided transport and capture
are linked through SAD kinase, Sentryn, and Liprin-a. These proteins act together to regulate DCV motorized transport in a region-specific
manner. Between the cell body and the synaptic region, they promote forward transport. In the synaptic region, where all three proteins are
highly enriched at active zones, they promote DCV pausing by inhibiting transport in both directions. These three proteins appear to be part
of a special subset of active zone-enriched proteins because other active zone proteins do not share their unique functions.
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NEURONS are perhaps themost complex of all cells. Their
complexity arises from the need to send and receive

signals from long processes that extend from the cell body.
These processes include one ormore dendrites, which receive
signals, and a single axon. Part of the axon is specialized to form
synapses. This part, the synaptic region, transmits signals toother
neurons or muscle cells through the regulated fusion of signal-
ing vesicles with the plasma membrane. Here, we report the
discovery of two proteins that have important roles in guiding
the motorized transport of one kind of signaling vesicle to the
synaptic region and then ensuring that the vesicles halt their
transport and become captured in the synaptic region.

Two types of signaling vesicles are found in the synaptic
region: synaptic vesicles (SVs) and dense core vesicles
(DCVs) (Richmond and Broadie 2002; Sudhof 2004). SVs
cluster around a small site known as the active zone (Sudhof
2012), from which they focally release small molecule neu-
rotransmitters in response to electrical signals in the axon.
Neurotransmitter release activates postsynaptic receptors
that align with the presynaptic active zones. Neuropeptide
containing DCVs are often present in lower numbers in the
synaptic region, with one study finding �7% as many DCVs
as SVs at worm motor neuron synapses (Sossin and Scheller
1991; Levitan 2008; Hoover et al. 2014). DCV-mediated neu-
ropeptide signaling is important because it can influence and
coordinate the activities of neuronal circuits (Liu et al. 2007;
Hu et al. 2011; Bhattacharya et al. 2014; Bhattacharya and
Francis 2015; Choi et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2016; Lim et al.
2016; Banerjee et al. 2017) or generally modulate the respon-
siveness of the presynaptic and postsynaptic cells (Kupfermann
1991; Hu et al. 2015).
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DCVs are enriched at synapses relative to the short inter-
axonal regions between synapses (Wong et al. 2012; Hoover
et al. 2014). However, within synapses, the DCV distribution
appears random or near-random, not clustered around active
zones like SVs. Furthermore, docked DCVs are largely excluded
from the active zone, where SVs dock and fuse (Weimer et al.
2006; Hammarlund et al. 2008; Hoover et al. 2014). If docked
DCVs represent the only fusion locations, the apparent distrib-
uted signaling of DCVs within synapses contrasts sharply with
the highly focal fusion of SVs at active zones.

The long distance axonal transport of SVs and DCVs re-
quiresa sophisticatedcargo transport system.This systemuses
a network of microtubule tracks and motors that exhibit
intrinsic directionality. The microtubules have a plus and
a minus end, and there are dedicated plus- and minus-end
directed motors. The microtubules in axons are almost uni-
formly oriented, with their plus-ends pointing outward into
the axon (Burton and Paige 1981; Heidemann et al. 1981;
Baas and Lin 2011). Both SVs and DCVs use the samemotors.
The plus-end directed (forward) motor KIF1Amoves SVs and
DCVs from the cell soma to the synaptic region (Hall and
Hedgecock 1991; Pack-Chung et al. 2007; Edwards et al.
2015b), while the minus-end directed (reverse) motor dy-
nein moves them in the opposite direction (Ou et al. 2010;
Goodwin et al. 2012; Wong et al. 2012; Cavolo et al. 2015;
Edwards et al. 2015b). A recent study in flies found that
conventional Kinesin also contributes to the guided forward
transport of DCVs (Bhattacharya et al. 2014). During trans-
port from the soma to the synaptic region, both the forward
and reverse motors act on the same vesicles, causing them to
reverse direction multiple times en route to the synaptic re-
gion (Edwards et al. 2015b). Although the significance of this
bidirectional transport is unknown, its existence necessitates
a mechanism for ensuring the ultimate forward progress of
vesicles. In other words, the forward motor(s) must outcom-
pete dynein to ensure that optimal levels of SVs and DCVs
accumulate in the synaptic region. We refer to this as “guided”
axonal transport, or, simply, guided transport.

Adding complexity, neurons must also have a mechanism
to enable SVs and DCVs to enter a captured state in the syn-
aptic region. The mechanism by which DCV capture occurs is
unknown. Although one possibility is a physical anchoring
mechanism, this has not been proven to be an essential part
of DCV capture. Although physical anchors may contribute to
vesicle immobilization, entering a true captured state may
require a mechanism that inhibits, blocks, or equalizes the
actions of both motors.

There has been significant progress in identifying the
proteins that contribute to the guided transport of SVs in
axons, and to their capture in the synaptic region. These
studies revealed that three active zone-enriched proteins,
SAD-1 (SAD kinase), SYD-2 (Liprin-a), and SYD-1, affect
the axonal transport of SVs (Miller et al. 2005; Wagner
et al. 2009; Zheng et al. 2014; Edwards et al. 2015b). The
involvement of active zone-enriched proteins in axonal trans-
port was surprising because these proteins seem to affect

cargo transport at sites far removed from their sites of enrich-
ment. When acting in an axonal transport context, SAD-1,
SYD-2, and SYD-1 promote the forward progress of cargos
toward the synaptic region, and, thus, prevent their accumu-
lation at microtubule minus ends in cell somas and dendrites
(Miller et al. 2005; Edwards et al. 2015a,b). Earlier studies
found that these three active zone-enriched proteins (SAD-1,
SYD-2, and SYD-1) also contribute to SV cluster assembly in
the synaptic region (Zhen and Jin 1999; Crump et al. 2001;
Dai et al. 2006; Patel et al. 2006). Subsequent studies sug-
gested that the role of these proteins in SV cluster assembly
can be more sharply defined as a role in capturing SVs into
clusters (Stigloher et al. 2011; Wu et al. 2013; Edwards et al.
2015b). Thus, by virtue of the common involvement of SAD
kinase, SYD-2 (Liprin-a), and SYD-1 in both the guided trans-
port of SVs and the capture of SVs in clusters, these two
processes appear to be linked for SVs.

In contrast to SVs, much less is known about the molecular
mechanisms that ensure the guided transport and capture of
DCVs. Previous studies found that DCVs, like SVs, use SYD-2
(Liprin-a) to ensure that DCVs accumulate in the synaptic re-
gion of axons (Goodwin and Juo 2013). In the absence of
SYD-2, there are significantly lower levels of DCVs in axons
(Goodwin and Juo 2013) and significantly higher levels of DCVs
in cell somas and dendrites (Goodwin and Juo 2013; Edwards
et al. 2015b). However, it is unknown if SYD-2 contributes to
DCV capture in the synaptic region, or, alternatively, if the lower
axonal levels of DCVs in syd-2 mutant axons are simply caused
by decreased outward transport of DCVs. In fact, not a single
protein with DCV capturing activity has been identified to date.

In the current study,weused themodel organismC. elegans
to show that DCVs, despite lacking an obvious close associa-
tion with the active zone like SVs, do in fact use the same
specialized subset of active-zone-enriched proteins as SVs to
ensure their guided transport and capture. This study
revealed the first proteins found to promote the capture of
DCVs. Further underscoring the fundamental nature and
novelty of these findings, one of the DCV guided transport
and capture proteins, which we named Sentryn, is conserved
in all animals, and is described here for the first time.

Materials and Methods

C. elegans culture and strains

Worm culture andmanipulation essentially followed previously
described methods (Brenner 1974; Sulston and Hodgkin 1988;
Stiernagle 2006). Briefly, culture media wasmodified NGM (re-
ferred to as NGM-LOB) (Hoover et al. 2014). Prior studies de-
fined the culture plate types “spread plates,” “streak plates,”
“locomotion plates,” “24-well plates,” and “96-well solid media
culture plates” (Miller et al. 1999; Edwards et al. 2008, 2015b).
Thewild type strainwasN2 exceptwhen the strain CB4856was
used for mapping the ce793 mutation and the insertion sites of
integrated transgenes. Nonwild-type strains that were used in
this study are listed in Supplemental Material, Table S1. The
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relevant mutations present in the worm strains, along with the
methods we used for genotyping them in crosses, are listed
Table S2 in File S1. Some strains contained one or more trans-
genic arrays. Transgenic arrays are listed in Table S3 in File S1
alongwith their plasmid contents, injection concentrations, and
genomic form (extrachromosomal or integrated).

Forward genetic screen for altered DCV localization

We mutagenized 9000 L4s of the strain KG4247 ceIs201 with
27.6mMEMS inM9 (Sulston andHodgkin 1988) supplemented
with OP-50 bacteria for 4 hr at 20�. Subsequent manipulation
and growth procedures to produce F2 grandprogeny ofmutagen-
ized animals were essentially the same as we reported for pre-
vious genetic screens (Edwards et al. 2015a). At 20-min intervals,
we pipetted 50 ml (�12 worms) of L4-stage F2s from a stirring
suspension into each of 18 wells of a 96-well Mat-Tek glass bot-
tom plates (P96G-1.5-F-F; MatTek, Ashland, MA). Before animal
distribution, each well was preloaded with 50 ml of 300 mM
levamisole (L-9756; Sigma) in water per well. We screened an-
imals in eachwell for decreased INS-22-Venusfluorescence in the
dorsal cord axons, and increased INS-22-Venus fluorescence in
the ventral cord somas. At the end of each 20-min screening
session, after noting wells containing mutants, we pipetted the
contents of eachmutant-bearingwell onto a predried streak plate
using a Pasteur pipet, rinsed the well with 100 ml of M9, and
then, immediately after the liquid dried in, clonally distributed
the animals to a 96-well solid-medium culture plate (see section
C. elegans culture and strains). After 4 days at 20�, we used a
sterile toothpick to pick around six L4-stage animals from each
well into Mat-Tek wells containing 150 mM Levamisole. After
rescreening on the inverted microscope, we noted wells with
100% mutant phenotype and used the corresponding well on
the 96-well plate to score behavioral and other phenotypes and
to set up stocks.We repeated this screen for three cycles of aweek
each, for a total of 23,328 F2s. This computes to �4.67-fold ge-
nomic coverage for an average size gene (Greenwald andHorvitz
1980). However, taking into account an experimentally deter-
mined 23% loss of animals during recovery of the mutants, the
actual fold-coverage was �3.6.

Complementation testing and mapping of
new mutations

We determined that ce784 and ce776 are allelic using a comple-
mentation test similar to previously describedmethods (Edwards
et al. 2015a). ce776 and ce784 were not further mapped, but
were subjected to whole genome sequencing (see below).
ce793 was roughly mapped relative to left arm, center, and right
arm markers on X using methods similar to those previously de-
scribed (Edwards et al. 2015a). By this method, we mapped
ce793 to a region of X between211.1 and 2.13 cM.

Whole genome sequencing and identification of
phenotype-causing mutation

We produced genomic DNA and libraries for whole genome
sequencing as described (Edwards et al. 2015a). Whole ge-
nome sequencing and analysis was performed as described

(Edwards et al. 2015a). We identified eight missense muta-
tions in the mapped interval, one of which, known only by its
clone name C16E9.2, contained an early stop codon. To con-
firm that loss of functionmutations in this gene are associated
with the observed DCV trafficking phenotypes, we obtained
the independently isolated alleles ok2996 and ok2975 from
the Caenorhabditis Stock Center, crossed them into the
ceIs201 background containing fluorescence DCVs, and quan-
titatively assayed the phenotypes. After this confirmation of
ce793 as the phenotype-causing mutation isolated in the
screen, we then did all further experiments, including rescue
experiments, using either ok2996 or ok2975.

Targeted knockout of rimb-1 by CRISPR

We inserted the sequence GC TAG C TAA ATGA after codon
16 of the rimb-1 gene (out of 1276 codons total). The under-
lined sequence is a NheI site for snip-PCR screening (Paix
et al. 2014). The insert contains three stop codons, each in
a different reading frame (Paix et al. 2014). We used the
oligonucleotide-templated coconversion strategy (Arribere
et al. 2014), using dpy-10(cn64) as a coconversion marker,
and screened for conversion by PCR followed by restriction
digest.

We cloned the Cas9 target sequence CATGCCATAGGAG-
GATGCGG into the pJP118 gRNA expression cassette as pre-
viously described for cloning targeting sequences into
pRB1017 (Arribere et al. 2014). pJP118 is a modified version
of the published pRB1017 plasmid (Arribere et al. 2014). It
contains a modified sgRNA (F+E), with an extended Cas9
binding structure, and removes a potential Pol III terminator
by an A–U basepair flip. The oligo template contained 50 ba-
ses of homology on each side of this insertion for 113 bases
total. The oligo was ordered from Sigma at the 0.2 mmole
scale with PAGE purification. The injection mixture was
pDD162 (Cas9 plasmid; 50 ng/ml) (Dickinson et al. 2013),
pJA58 (dpy-10 gRNA plasmid; 25 ng/ml) (Arribere et al.
2014), KG#843 (rimb-1 gRNA plasmid; 25 ng/ml), and the
dpy-10(cn64) and rimb-1(ce828) oligo templates (500 and
2400 nM, respectively). We injected 36 wild type animals
with this mixture and cloned 48 F1 rollers, 47 of which yield-
ed progeny. Of the 47 rollers, 34 (72%) showed successful
edits, as indicated by NheI cleavage of a PCR product con-
taining the insertion site.

DNA constructs

Theplasmids used in this study, alongwith sources and/or key
construction details, are listed in Table S4 in File S1. For
Gibson Assembly plasmid construction using NEBuilder, we
followed the manufacturer’s instructions, with the following
options and modifications: (1) we designed primers with
30 bp of overlap, with all of the overlap on one of the two
fragments to be combined; (2) we used 15 ng/ml as a start-
ing template concentration for all PCR reactions, rather than
the much lower concentration recommended by the manu-
facturer; (3) we performed the optional DpnI digestions, gel-
purified the PCR fragments, and quantified them with a
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Nanodrop; (4) the assembly reaction contained 200 ng of
the vector fragment and a threefold molar excess of each
remaining fragment; (5) each reaction was performed in
10 ml total volume, starting with 5 ml frozen aliquots of
23 NEBuilder master mix; and (6) we directly transformed
2 ml of the reaction using electroporation. In all constructs
involving the cloning of PCR fragments, we sequenced the
inserts, and used clones containing no mutations in the frag-
ment of interest to make the final stock.

Production and integration of transgenes

We prepared plasmids for microinjection using the Qiagen
Tip-20 system according to the manufacturer’s instructions,
except that we added a 0.1 M potassium acetate/two vol-
umes of ethanol precipitation step after resuspending the
isopropanol-precipitated pellet. We produced transgenic
strains bearing extrachromosomal arrays by the method of
Mello et al. (1991). For the strn-1 rescue experiments, the
host was KG4786 strn-1(ok2975); ceIs201. For all other in-
jection experiments, N2 was the host. We used pBluescript
carrier DNA to bring the final concentration of DNA in each
injection mixture to 165–175 ng/ml. We integrated trans-
genes into the genome using 9100 Rads of gamma rays and
screening for 100% transmittance of the cotransformation
marker as described (Reynolds et al. 2005; Charlie et al.
2006). We mapped the insertion site of ceIs308 by crossing
the integrant through CB4856, reisolating and cloning homo-
zygous animals in the F2 generation, and using the resulting
mapping lines to map the integration sites relative to SNPs as
described (Schade et al. 2005). Table S3 in File S1 lists all the
transgenes in this study, their DNA contents, and the injection
concentration of each DNA.

Strain constructions

We constructed strains containing multiple mutations or
transgenes using standard genetic methods (Edwards et al.
2015a,b). After making a strain composed of two or more
mutations, or one or more mutations plus an integrated
transgenic array insertion or an extrachromosomal array,
we confirmed the homozygosity of each mutation using the
genotyping methods in Table S2.

High-pressure freezing electron microscopy

Worms were prepared using high-pressure freeze (HPF) fix-
ation as described previously (Weimer 2006). Briefly, young
adult hermaphrodites were placed in specimen chambers
filled with Escherichia coli and frozen at 2180� and high
pressure using a Leica SPF HPM 100. Freeze substitution
was then performed on the frozen samples using a Leica
Reichert AFS. Samples were held at 290� for 107 hr with
0.1% tannic acid and 2% OsO4 in anhydrous acetone. The
temperature was increased at 5�/hr to220�, kept at220� for
14 hr, and increased by 10�/hr to 20�. After fixation, samples
were infiltrated with 50% Epon/acetone for 4 hr, 90% Epon/
acetone for 18 hr, and 100% Epon for 5 hr. Finally, samples
were embedded in Epon and incubated for 48 hr at 65�. All

specimenswere prepared in the samefixation and subsequently
blinded for genotype. Ultrathin (40 nm) serial sections were
cut using a Leica Ultracut 6, and collected on formvar-covered,
carbon-coated copper grids (EMS, FCF2010-Cu). Poststaining
was performed using 2.5% aqueous uranyl acetate for 4 min,
followed by Reynolds lead citrate for 2 min. Images were ac-
quired starting at the anterior reflex of the gonad using a Jeol
JEM-1220 transmission electron microscope operating at
80 kV. Micrographs were collected using a Gatan digital cam-
era at amagnification of 100,0003. Imageswere taken of cross-
sections of the dorsal cord of three animals for each strain.
Cholinergic synapses were identified based on established mor-
phological criteria (White et al. 1986). The presynaptic density
of cholinergic synapses generally orients at a �45� angle to its
postsynaptic targets (muscle), and often forms a dyadic synapse
with another nerve process and muscle. A synapse was defined
as a set of serial sections containing a dense projection (DP) and
two flanking sections from both sides without DPs. DCVs were
identified as spherical structures with a dark gray center and
an average diameter of �40 nm. Consecutive sections were
aligned, so it was clear when a DCV appear to span more than
one section based on its location in the image. DCVs that
appeared to span more than one section were counted only in
the section inwhich theyweremost pronounced—darkest color
and clearest membranes. Images were analyzed using NIH
ImageJ software and macros provided by the Jorgensen labora-
tory. Serial images were aligned using TrakEM2 before annotat-
ing organelle structures in ImageJ. Analysis of these structures
was performed using MATLAB scripts written by the Jorgensen
laboratory and Ricardo Fleury.

Light level imaging

File S1 describes the methods used for growth and mounting
of strains for imaging, image acquisition and processing,
quantitative image analysis, special imaging methods, immu-
nostaining of formaldehyde-fixed animals, and time lapse
microscopy.

Quantification and statistical analysis

We performed all statistical comparisons using the unpaired
t-test, Welch corrected (for comparisons between two selected
groups) or ANOVA followed by the Tukey Kramer post-test
(for comparisons involving three or more groups) using
Graphpad Instat 3 (Graphpad Software). All statistical pa-
rameters, including the exact value of n, what n represents,
and what error bars represent are reported in the figure leg-
ends, or in the text for data presented in text form.

Data availability

Strains and plasmids are available upon request from the
corresponding author, from the Caenorhabditis Genetics
Center, or from AddGene. The authors affirm that all data
necessary for confirming the conclusions of the article are
present within the article, figures, and tables. Supplemental
files available at FigShare. File S1 contains Figures S1–S8 and
Tables S1–S4, Supplemental Materials and Methods and
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Supplemental Material References. File S2 contains detailed
EM DCV counts broken down by strain, worm, and synapse.
Supplemental material available at Figshare: https://doi.org/
10.25386/genetics.6965684.

Results

SAD kinase and Sentryn mutants isolated in a genetic
screen for DCV transport defects

To identify proteins that contribute to the axonal transport and/
or synaptic capture of DCVs, we performed a forward genetic
screen formutantswithboth lowerDCV levels in their axonsand
higherDCV levels in their cell somas (Figure1A). TomarkDCVs,
we used a genomically integrated transgene that expresses a
fluorescent DCV cargo in cholinergic motor neurons. Synapses
in these neurons use SVs to release acetylcholine (ACh) onto
muscles, but they also corelease neuropeptides from DCVs. We
screened�23,300 grandprogeny of EMS-mutagenized animals,
which is �3.6-fold genomic coverage for knocking out an aver-
age size gene (see Materials and Methods).

We investigated fourmutants from this screen indetail.We
previously reported that one mutant contains a temperature-
sensitivemutation in UNC-104 (KIF1A), a plus-end (forward)
motor for SVs and DCVs (Edwards et al. 2015b). Complemen-
tation tests, mapping, andwhole-genome sequencing revealed
that two of the remaining mutants had loss-of-function muta-
tions in SAD-1 (SAD kinase), and one mutant had a loss-of-
function mutation in a novel protein with no known functional
domains (Figure 1B).

We named the novel protein STRN-1 (Sentryn) as a met-
aphor for its function (see Discussion). C. elegans Sentryn is
predicted to be amedium-size cytosolic protein of�53 kDa. It
appears to be conserved in all animals. Human Sentryn is
slightly smaller. Human andworm Sentryn share 29% overall
amino acid identity, 43% identity over a domain of unknown
function (DUF) that covers about half of each protein, and
56% identity in a segment covering about two-thirds of the
DUF (Figure 1C).

To determine the cell types in which Sentryn is expressed,
wemade transgenic animals that expressed a strn-1 (C16E9.2)
transcriptional reporter driving GFP. The GFP reporter was
highly expressed throughout the nervous system, but was
also expressed at lower levels in at least some other cell types,
including some hypodermal and muscle cells (Figure 1D).
Although additional regulatory elements could contribute
to Sentryn’s expression, our findings agreewith a prior micro-
array profiling study, which found that transcripts of Sentryn
(then referred to as C16E9.2) were enriched pan-neuronally
in embryos and larvae (Von Stetina et al. 2007).

Sentryn and SAD kinase act cell-autonomously to
control the distribution of DCVs in cholinergic
motor neurons

Quantitative imaging of fluorescently tagged DCVs in cholin-
ergicmotorneurons revealed thatknockingouteitherSentryn
or SAD kinase strongly affected the distribution of DCVs. For

the strn-1mutant quantitative experiments, we used the pre-
viously isolated null deletion allele strn-1(ok2975). In strn-
1(ok2975) mutant axons, the DCV density was reduced to
60% of wild type, while DCV density in mutant somas was
increased to �180% of wild type (Figure 2, A and B). Trans-
genic expression of a wild type strn-1 cDNA in cholinergic
motor neurons fully rescued the axonal phenotype, showing
that the decreased axonal DCV density results from the ab-
sence of Sentryn in these neurons (Figure 2A). The soma
phenotype was also significantly rescued, although not to
wild-type levels (Figure 2B). Multiple, independently iso-
lated alleles of strn-1 showed a similar severity of the soma
phenotype (Figure 2B). This suggests that the soma pheno-
type results from absence of Sentryn rather than second-site
mutations, and that the transgenic rescue strainmay not have
had optimal expression timing or levels.

Weobtained similar results in quantitative analyses of a sad-1
null mutant. For sad-1 mutant experiments, we used the pre-
viously isolated putative null alleles sad-1(ce749) or sad-
1(ce753) (Edwards et al. 2015a). A sad-1 null mutant was not
significantly different from the strn-1 null mutant in its axonal
and cell soma DCV levels (55 and 180%, respectively), nor in
the extent towhich a sad-1 cDNAexpressed in cholinergicmotor
neurons rescued each of these phenotypes (Figure S1, A and B).
Similar to the strn-1 null, the significant, but incomplete, rescue
of the soma phenotype likely results from suboptimal transgene
expression timing or levels. The independently isolated sad-
1(ce753) allele also showed a build-up of DCVs in its soma that
was not significantly different from sad-1(ce749) (Figure S5).

Sentryn’s function in ensuring optimal levels of DCVs in
axons appears to have been conserved from worms to hu-
mans because the expression of a human Sentryn cDNA in
worm cholinergic motor neurons fully rescued axonal DCV
levels in the Sentryn null mutant (Figure 2A). The mutant
rescued with human Sentryn had a small but significant
hypermorphic phenotype of increased DCV levels in axons
(Figure 2A). However, the human Sentryn cDNAwas unable
to rescue the cell soma phenotype (Figure 2B). Similar to the
strn-1 and sad-1 rescue experiments with the worm cDNAs,
this is consistent with the idea that the functions of Sentryn
and SAD kinase in somas are sensitive to precise protein lev-
els and/or timing of expression.

In summary, the above results show that Sentryn and SAD
kinase each function cell autonomously to ensure an optimal
distribution of DCVs in neurons. The absence of either protein
results in strong cell biological effects, inwhichDCV levels are
reduced by almost half in the synaptic regions of axons, and
increased almost twofold in somas.

The altered distribution of DCVs in mutants lacking
Sentryn or SAD kinase occurs in a dynein-
dependent manner

The results of a previous study suggested that SAD kinase can
alter the interactions of SVs with the SV motorized transport
system (Edwards et al. 2015b). Based on those earlier find-
ings, and the shared phenotypes of strn-1 and sad-1mutants,
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we hypothesized that the high soma/low axon DCV ratio in
strn-1 and sad-1mutants results, in part, from a disruption in
the balance of forward and reverse transport (i.e., the guided
transport) of DCVs in axons. This disruption may ultimately
cause dynein-mediated (reverse) transport of DCVs to prevail
relative to forward transport, thus leading to a build-up of
DCVs in cell somas and contributing to lower DCV levels in
axons.

Consistent with this hypothesis, reducing the function of
dynein in neurons significantly rescued the disrupted DCV
distribution in mutants lacking Sentryn or SAD kinase. As
dynein null mutants are sterile lethal in C. elegans, we used a
null mutation in the dynein regulator NUD-2 for this exper-
iment. A prior study found that the deletion allele nud-
2(ok949) strongly reduces dynein motor activity on SVs in
C. elegansmotor neurons to an extent indistinguishable from

Figure 1 Forward genetic screen for DCV transport mutants identifies SAD kinase and a novel, conserved neuronal protein. (A) Drawings illustrate the
forward genetic screen. The screen used EMS to mutagenize wild type animals carrying the integrated transgene ceIs201, which coexpresses the
neuropeptide INS-22-Venus (to mark dense core vesicles) and mCherry (as an expression control) in ventral cord cholinergic motor neurons. We screened
the F2 grandprogeny of mutagenized animals on 96-well glass bottom Mat-Tek plates using an inverted microscope and selected animals with lower
densities of DCVs in their axons and/or higher densities in somas. (B) Summary of mutants isolated in the genetic screen. (C) Comparison of human and
worm Sentryn proteins and mutation locations. Sentryn’s human ortholog is similar in length. Percent identities between corresponding regions of the
human and worm proteins are indicated. The conserved motif “CVLxxxD” is found in both human and worm Sentryn in a large region that is 56%
identical between the two proteins. Three allele lesions disrupting the conserved DUF2045 region (domain of unknown function) are shown. The two
proteins were aligned using the Align X module of Vector NTI. (D) Scale drawing of strn-1 promoter region and images of larvae expressing GFP from the
strn-1 promoter in the ceEx461 extrachromosomal transgenic array. Sentryn is highly expressed throughout the nervous system. White arrowheads
denote two hypodermal nuclei (lateral) and two muscle nuclei (medial) that also express the transcriptional reporter.
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strong loss-of-function mutations in DHC-1 (dynein heavy
chain) (Ou et al. 2010). Reducing dynein function with this
mutation restored wild-type DCV levels to strn-1 null mutant
axons (Figure 3A), and significantly lowered cell soma DCV
accumulation (Figure 3B). We found similar results for sad-1;
nud-2 double mutants (Figure S3, A and B).

The above results are consistent with the hypothesis that
Sentryn and SAD kinase normally reduce the impact of the
dyneinmotoronDCVs inaxonsbyaffecting thebalanceofplus
and minus-end directed transport. Theoretically, this could
occur by inhibiting dynein, by promoting the activity of one or
more plus-end motors, or both.

Sentryn and SAD kinase promote anterograde DCV
transport in the axon initial segment

The results thus far donot elucidatewhether SentrynandSAD
kinase act primarily during DCV guided transport, or later in
ensuring that captured DCVs do not leave the synaptic region
via motors, or in both processes. Defects in either process
would ultimately alter the steady-state distribution of DCVs
between the soma and the synaptic region. To determine if
Sentryn and SAD kinase can influence the guided transport of
DCVs in the axonal region near the cell soma (i.e., far removed
from the synaptic region), we analyzed the steady-state lev-
els, as well as the transport, of DCVs in the axon initial seg-
ment of wild type and the mutants.

The axon initial segment in C. elegans cholinergic motor neu-
rons is .60 mm away from the synaptic region. In the axon
initial segment, sad-1 and strn-1 null mutants accumulated

DCVs at levels that were�180%of wild type (Figure S4A). This
defect occurred in multiple independent alleles of each gene
and could be rescued cell-autonomously in a strn-1 null mutant
(Figure S4A). Similar to the cell soma build-up in the same
mutants, the phenotype was not exacerbated in a strn-1 sad-1
double mutant, indicating that bothmutations disrupt the same
process or pathway in this context. However, unlike the cell
soma and synaptic region defects, the axon initial segment phe-
notype could not be rescued by strongly reducing the activity of
dynein using a nud-2 null mutation (Figure S4B).

To directly test if the build-up of DCVs in the axon initial
segment correlateswith oneormoreguided transport defects,
we collected time lapse images of fluorescently tagged DCVs
moving in wild type animals and in mutants lacking Sentryn
and/or SAD kinase. In total, we analyzed �2000 DCV move-
ments per strain, and a similar number of DCV pauses from
�6000 images per strain. We analyzed run lengths and ve-
locities for both anterograde (forward) and retrograde (re-
verse) movements, as well as the percent of time each DCV
spent in a paused state. Figure 4A shows representative ky-
mographs for each strain. In wild type, DCVs spent �40% of
their time moving and �60% of their time in a paused state
(Figure 4B). Mutants lacking Sentryn and/or SAD kinase
showed a highly significant increase (�16%) in the percent-
age of time each DCV spent in a paused state (Figure 4B).

All strains, including wild type, showed bidirectional DCV
movements, with similar percentages of DCVs moving in the
dominant, anterograde direction (�60–65%; Figure 4C).
DCV movements in mutants lacking Sentryn and/or SAD

Figure 2 Sentryn acts cell-autonomously to control the
distribution of DCVs in ventral cord cholinergic motor
neurons. (A and B) Rectangles in drawing indicate re-
gions imaged. Representative images and quantification of
DCV fluorescence in axons and somas in the indicated
genotypes. The DCV marker INS-22-Venus (a tagged neu-
ropeptide) is expressed from the integrated transgene
ceIs201. Images are identically scaled. Dashed lines in (B)
outline cell somas. Graph data are means and SE from 14–
15 animals each. Unmarked bars are not significantly dif-
ferent from wild type. *, **, and *** indicate P-values that
are ,0.05, ,0.01, or ,0.001, respectively. Asterisks that
are not above relationship bars compare the indicated bar
to wild type. See Figure S1 for analogous sad-1 null mu-
tant data. See Figure S2 for expression controls, which
showed no significant difference from wild type.
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kinase had a similar retrograde velocity and retrograde run
length as wild type (Figure 4, D and E). However, DCVmove-
ments in the mutants lacking Sentryn and/or SAD kinase had
lower anterograde velocities and anterograde run lengths
than wild type (�24% lower). This effect was highly signif-
icant (Figure 4, D and E). The fact that anterograde run
length and anterograde velocity were similarly reduced sug-
gests that the reduction in anterograde velocity contributes to
the reduction in anterograde run length, although other fac-
tors may contribute to the anterograde run-length reduction
since it seemed proportionately greater. These results dem-
onstrate that Sentryn and SAD kinase normally help one or
more forward motors outcompete dynein during bidirec-
tional transport of DCVs in this region, and that they also
act to prevent DCVs from persisting in a paused state in this
region. The combined effects of the pausing and forward
transport defects are likely additive and could be sufficient
to explain the buildup of DCVs in this region in the mutants.
In addition, the effect on anterogrademotor velocity suggests
that Sentryn and SAD kinase can directly or indirectly stim-
ulate anterograde motor activity.

Overall, the major relevant point of the above findings is
that Sentryn and SAD kinase can exert their effects on guided
transport occurring at a site that is far-removed from the
synaptic region, and thus far-removed from the sites of
DCV capture. A simple explanation may be that Sentryn
and SAD kinase act locally in the axon initial segment to
modulate DCV guided transport. Relevant to this point,
Liprin-a, which is highly enriched at synapses and acts in

the same system as Sentryn and SAD kinase, has both synap-
tic and nonsynaptic sites-of-action in neurons (Wyszynski
et al. 2002; Ko et al. 2003a). Alternatively, Sentryn and SAD
kinase may exert a long distance effect transmitted by
motors.

Two other complementary approaches demonstrate
reduced DCVs in axons and synapses of mutants lacking
Sentryn and/or SAD kinase

To confirm that our transgenic model accurately represents
nativeDCVswith endogenous cargos,wefirst immunostained
nontransgenic animals with an antibody against the DCV
cargo EGL-21 (Carboxypeptidase E), which is a neuropeptide
processing enzyme that is known to be copackaged with neu-
ropeptides in DCVs (Fricker 1988; Cool et al. 1997; Rindler
1998) and has previously been used to image DCVs in
C. elegans (Hoover et al. 2014). We imaged the dorsal nerve
cord, which contains only neuronal processes, mostly axons,
and is devoid of cell somas. The results showed that DCV
densities were reduced to �60 and 55% of wild type in
strn-1 and sad-1 null mutants, respectively, which closely
matched the transgenic results (Figure 5A). strn-1 sad-1 dou-
ble mutants had axonal DCV densities that were not signifi-
cantly different from either single mutant, suggesting that, in
most of these axons, Sentryn and SAD kinase function in the
same process or pathway. We were unable to reliably visual-
ize immunostained motor neuron somas in any of the strains.

To determine if the reductions in axonal DCVs were oc-
curring at synapses, we quantified native DCVs in cholinergic

Figure 3 Altered distribution of DCVs in mutants lacking
Sentryn occurs in a dynein-dependent manner. (A and B)
Rectangles in drawing indicate regions imaged. Represen-
tative images and quantification of DCV fluorescence in
axons (A) and somas (B) in the indicated genotypes. The
DCV marker INS-22-Venus (a tagged neuropeptide) is
expressed from the integrated transgene ceIs201. Images
are identically scaled. Dashed lines in (B) outline cell
somas. Graph data are means and SE from 14–15 animals
each. Bars without asterisks are not significantly different
from wild type. *, **, and *** indicate P-values that
are ,0.05, ,0.01, or ,0.001, respectively. Asterisks that
are not above relationship bars compare the indicated bar
to wild type. See Figure S2 for soluble mCherry expression
controls, which showed no difference from wild type. See
Figure S3 for analogous sad-1 null mutant data.
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motor neuron synapses using HPF electron microscopy (EM).
In all,we sampledanaverageof 15 synapses each forwild type
and strains lacking Sentryn and/or SAD kinase. The analysis
was performed in a genotype-blinded manner. The results
closely matched the results we obtained by imaging trans-
genically tagged DCVs in axons, where we had no knowledge
of the precise localization of the DCVs relative to synapses.

Wild type synapses, reconstructed from an average of 13 thin
(40 nm) sections that spanned each synapse, had an average
of 29 DCVs (Figure 5B). DCVs at strn-1 and sad-1 null mutant
synapses were reduced to 38 and 48% of wild type, respec-
tively. Due to the small sample size and high variability of
DCV numbers between synapses, this was only statistically
significant for the strn-1 mutant, but the sad-1 mutant value

Figure 4 Reduced anterograde motor activity in
the axon initial segment in mutants lacking Sen-
tryn or SAD-1. (A) Representative kymographs of
INS-22-Venus–loaded DCVs in the axon initial
segment of DA and DB-type cholinergic motor
neurons. Worm drawing indicates region im-
aged. INS-22-Venus is expressed from the inte-
grated transgene ceIs201. (B–E) Graphs plotting
various indicated parameters extracted from the
time lapse analyses. For (C) the percent of move-
ments in each direction is based on the com-
bined movements of all DCVs per time lapse
recording rather than the combined movements
of each DCV in the recording. Error bars are SEM.
Bars without asterisks are not significantly dif-
ferent from wild type. *, **, and *** indicate
P-values that are ,0.05, ,0.01, or ,0.001, re-
spectively. Black asterisks compare the marked
bar to the wild type value. Red asterisks compare
the indicated two bars in a group. Unmarked
bars are not significantly different from wild type
or the other group member. Total recorded time
lapse time (minutes:seconds in order of strains as
shown): 42:45, 38:15, 24:45, and 28:30.
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was close to significant (Figure 5B). Native DCVs at strn-1
sad-1 double mutant synapses appeared further reduced, to
just 22% of wild type. Although this was highly significant
when compared to wild type, its levels were not statistically
different from the levels of either single mutant for this sam-
ple size (Figure 5B).

When comparing the immunofluorescence and EM results,
note that axonal DCVs, especially in the strn-1 sad-1 double,
appear more strongly reduced in the EM study than in the
immuofluorescence study. Note that the EM study imaged
only cholinergic motor axons, while the immunofluorescence
study imaged all axons and all processes in the dorsal nerve
cord, including cholinergic axons, GABAergic axons and post-
synaptic processes, and axons from the large peptidergic RID
process that largely lacks active zones (Lim et al. 2016).
These differences indicate that noncholinergic and/or solely
peptidergic neurons may have different requirements for
Sentryn and/or SAD kinase than cholinergic motor neurons.

From the combined immunostaining and EM results we
conclude that our transgenic model accurately represents
native DCVswith endogenous cargos, and that the reductions
in axonal DCVs, at least in the case of the strn-1 sad-1 double
mutant in the EM analysis, are occurring at synapses. Fur-
thermore, the EM results hint at a possible synthetic interac-
tion between the strn-1 and sad-1 mutations at cholinergic
synapses, because axonal DCV levels in the double weremore
significantly different from wild type than either single mu-
tant and were reduced to about half of each single mutant.
However, the EM data alone lacks the statistical power to
conclude this.

Sentryn and SAD kinase act in the same DCV transport/
capture pathway as Liprin-a

A prior study found that SAD kinase acts in the same pathway
as Liprin-a (SYD-2) for SV cluster assembly (Patel et al.
2006). Similarly, we previously showed that SAD kinase
and Liprin-a act in the same pathway for organelle transport
and SV cluster stability (Edwards et al. 2015a,b). Having
established the validity of the transgenic model using immu-
nostaining and EM, we returned to its greater quantitative
and statistical power to investigate the functional relation-
ship between Sentryn, SAD kinase, and Liprin-a in DCV trans-
port and capture. To do this, we constructed all possible
combinations of double mutants and the triple mutant.
Two different combinations of strn-1 sad-1 double mutants
showed a synthetic interaction in which the double was sig-
nificantly worse than either single mutant. Axonal DCV den-
sities in these doubles were reduced from about half of wild
type in each single mutant, to about one-third of wild type in
the doubles (Figure 6A). However, the cell soma DCV levels
in the doubles were about the same as each single mutant
(Figure S5). This suggests that Sentryn and SAD kinase have
at least one nonoverlapping function in ensuring wild type
levels of captured DCVs in axons. However, we did not ob-
serve this effect in a syd-2 (Liprin-a) null background. The
syd-2 strn-1 sad-1 triple was not significantly different from

either the syd-2 strn-1 or syd-2 sad-1 doubles for the low
axonal DCV density phenotype (Figure 6B). Furthermore,
the syd-2 strn-1 and syd-2 sad-1 doubles were not signifi-
cantly different from the strn-1 and sad-1 singles (Figure
6B). We observed no additive effects for the cell soma phe-
notype for any combination of mutants (Figure S5).

The above data suggest that Sentryn, SAD kinase, and
Liprin-a largely function in the same process or pathway in
controlling the distribution of DCVs between the cell soma
and capture sites in the axons, although Sentryn and SAD
kinase each have at least one nonoverlapping function in de-
termining DCV levels in cholinergic motor neuron axons.

Although the data show that, for the most part, Liprin-a is
not able to fully exert its functions without Sentryn or SAD
kinase, we did find at least one exception to this rule. Sentryn
is not required for the neuron to maintain wild type levels of
DCVs in its dendrite (Figure S6), whereas dendrites lacking
either SAD kinase or (SYD-2) Liprin-a have strong accumu-
lations of DCVs in dendrites compared towild type (Figure S6
and previously reported for syd-2 mutants) (Goodwin and
Juo 2013; Edwards et al. 2015b). Thus, both SAD kinase
and Liprin-a appear able to function without Sentryn in
restricting DCV accumulation in dendrites.

SAD kinase and Liprin-a are a specialized subset of
active zone-enriched proteins

Liprin-a is highly enriched near active zones (Ackley et al.
2005; Yeh et al. 2005; Weimer et al. 2006; Fouquet et al.
2009), which are the specialized presynaptic regions around
which SVs are clustered and where SV exocytosis occurs.
Similarly, SAD kinase is also enriched at active zones (Inoue
et al. 2006). To test whether other active-zone-enriched pro-
teins have roles in DCV transport/capture, we quantified the
axonal and cell soma DCV levels of null mutants for seven
other active-zone-enriched proteins.

None of the mutants tested showed the unique combina-
tion of low axonal/high cell soma DCV density that we
observed in syd-2, sad-1, and strn-1 mutants. However, one
of the mutants, the syd-1 null, had high cell soma DCV levels,
comparable to syd-2, sad-1, and strn-1 mutants. Its axonal
DCV levels were lower than wild type, but not quite signifi-
cantly so (Figure 7, A and B). Thus, although SYD-1 may be
equally as important as Liprin-a, SAD kinase, and Sentryn for
preventing the build-up of DCVs in cell somas, its role in
ensuring optimal transport and/or capture of DCVs is redun-
dant or significantly less essential.

One of themutants, the lin-2 (CASK) null, had axonal DCV
levels that were slightly, but significantly, lower than wild
type (�79% of wild type); however, its cell soma levels were
not significantly different (Figure 7, A and B). Due to the
weakness of this lin-2 DCV phenotype, we did not investigate
it further.

DCVs are captured to a specialized region of the axon

The results presented earlier show that mutants lacking Sen-
tryn and/orSADkinase havedefects in theguided transport of
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Figure 5 Two other complementary approaches demonstrating DCV distribution defects in mutants lacking Sentryn and/or SAD kinase. Rectangles in
drawing show regions imaged in (A) (immunostaining) and (B) (HPF-EM). (A) Representative images and quantification of native EGL-21 (Carboxypep-
tidase E) immunostaining in dorsal cord axons of animals with the indicated genotypes. Graph data are means and SE from 18 animals each. ** and ***
indicate P-values that are ,0.01 or ,0.001, respectively. (B) Representative single-section EM images and quantification of cholinergic motor neuron
synapses visualized by HPF EM. Graph data are means and SE of total DCVs from 17, 12, 17, and 16 synapses reconstructed from 220, 115, 150, and
134 40-nm sections from a total of three animals each for wild type, strn-1, sad-1, and strn-1 sad-1 double mutants, respectively. See File S2 for DCV
counts from each synapse in each animal. * and ** indicate P-values that are ,0.05 or ,0.01, respectively. Labels in the representative images are as
follows: White arrowheads and “DCV” (dense core vesicle), DP (dense projection). Note that each single 40-nm section shown in the representative
images is only 7–10% of a synapse.
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DCVs. Although guided transport defects could contribute to
the high soma/low synaptic region distribution of DCVs in
Sentryn and SAD kinase mutants, defects in DCV capture
could also cause, or contribute to, this altered distribution.
The reason a capture defect could contribute is because the
synaptic region of C. elegans cholinergic motor neuron axons
is restricted to a short segment in the middle of the axon that
is flanked by long proximal and distal asynaptic regions
(White et al. 1986). Therefore, a failure to capture DCVs
could result in lower DCV levels in the synaptic region as
one or more forward motors carry uncaptured DCVs beyond
the synaptic region, and/or as dynein competes to carry
uncaptured DCVs back toward the soma. Indeed, the motor-
ized loss of DCVs from boutons (synaptic sites) after capture
failure in wild type animals has been demonstrated for DCVs
in Drosophilamotor neurons (Wong et al. 2012; Bulgari et al.
2014).

DCV capture defects in cholinergic motor neurons could
theoretically be observed by quantifying the accumulation of
DCVs in the distal asynaptic region, which would occur if the
motorized transport of DCVs failed to halt in the synaptic
region. However, before assaying for uncaptured DCVs in
this region it was important to test whether DCVs are even

captured to the synaptic region of C. elegans motor neuron
axons as opposed to being uniformly distributed in those
axons. To test this, we analyzed the distribution of DCVs in
a single motor neuron: DA9. The axon in DA9 consists of the
following segments: a commissure that leads from the cell
soma to the synaptic region, a 100 mm synaptic region com-
posed of�40 SV clusters that are often associated with boutons
(swellings) in the axon, and a 400 mm long, distal asynaptic
region. SVs are tightly captured in the synaptic region and, with
the exception of a few escapers, do not populate the long asyn-
aptic region (Wu et al. 2013; Edwards et al. 2015b).

Using a new integrated transgene that tags DCVs in DA9,
we visualized DCVs at high resolution along the entire
�0.5 mm length of the DA9 axon in wild type and used over-
lapping images from a large field-of-view camera to recon-
struct composite plots of fluorescence intensity along the
axon. The wild type plot in Figure 8A (the top plot) shows
a representative fluorescence distribution plot chosen from
15 sets of overlapping images. These data demonstrate that
DCVs, like SVs, are highly enriched in the synaptic region and
are largely excluded from the distal asynaptic region, consis-
tent with a region-specific capture mechanism for DCVs in
this axon.

Figure 6 In axons, Sentryn and SAD kinase act
in the same DCV transport/capture pathway as
the active-zone-enriched protein SYD-2 (Liprin-a).
(A and B) Rectangle in drawing shows region im-
aged. Representative images and quantification of
DCV fluorescence in axons in the indicated geno-
types. The DCV marker INS-22-Venus (a tagged
neuropeptide) is expressed from the integrated
transgene ceIs201. Graph data are means and
SE from 14–16 animals each. n.s., **, and ***
indicate P-values that are not significant, ,0.01,
or ,0.001, respectively. Asterisks not above rela-
tionship bars compare the indicated bar to wild
type. See Figure S5 for the corresponding data for
cell soma DCV density and the soluble mCherry
expression controls, the latter of which showed no
significant difference from wild type.
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Sentryn and SAD kinase are DCV capture proteins
We next used this new transgene to determine the extent to
which Sentryn and SAD kinase are responsible for capturing
DCVs in theDA9 synaptic region. To do thiswe first quantified
DCVs in the synaptic and asynaptic regions inmutants lacking
these proteins. Because the asynaptic region we quantified is
distal to the synaptic region, a capture defect would cause
DCVs to accumulate in this region.

DCVs in the synaptic region were reduced to�50% of wild
type in strn-1 null mutants, while synaptic region DCVs in sad-1
mutants and in the strn-1 sad-1 double were more strongly
reduced to �20% of wild type (Figure 8B). In the asynaptic
region, DCV density (number/mm)was significantly increased
over wild type in the mutants lacking Sentryn and/or SAD
kinase (Figure 8C). Even though strn-1 sad-1 double mutants
had �fivefold fewer DCVs than wild type in their synaptic
regions, thus biasing the mutants against randomDCVs escap-
ing capture, strn-1 sad-1 double mutants had almost twice as
many uncaptured DCVs as wild type in their long asynaptic
region (Figure 8, A and C). We obtained similar results in a
quantitative analysis of syd-2(ok217) null mutants (synaptic
region DCV density reduced to 17.5 6 1.5% of wild type,
P , 0.0001; asynaptic region DCV density increased to
136.1 6 9.5% of wild type, P = 0.0094;N = 14 animals).

The above results are consistent with a defect in capture,
but they do not rule out the possibility that DCVs are accu-
mulating in the distal asynaptic region by a process other
than active transport, such as diffusion. If true, this could still
be considered a capture defect (for example, a defect in
tethering that could lead to diffusion of DCVs away from
the synaptic region). However, our data thus far suggest that
Sentryn and SAD-1 exert their effects on guided transport
by regulating the motorized DCV transport system, and we
thus hypothesized that capture failure in mutants lacking
Sentryn and/or SAD-1 would be related to motorized trans-
port misregulation.

If DCV capture has a significant motor regulation compo-
nent, and ifmutants lackingSentrynand/orSADkinasehavea
defect in capturing DCVs, it should be detectable as an overall
increase in DCV active transport in the synaptic region. To test
this, we recorded time lapse movies of DCVs moving in the
interior of the DA9 neuron synaptic region in wild type and
mutants lacking Sentryn and/or SAD kinase. We then ana-
lyzed the DCV movements using kymographs (Figure 9A and
Figure 10).

Based on our EM data showing an average of 29 DCVs per
cholinergicmotor neuron SV cluster (Figure 5B) and based on
precise counts of SV clusters in the 100 mm DA9 synaptic

Figure 7 Null mutations in most other active-zone-
enriched proteins do not significantly impact DCV trans-
port and/or capture in cholinergic motor neurons. (A and
B) Rectangles in drawing indicate regions imaged. Repre-
sentative images and quantification of DCV fluorescence
in axons and somas in the indicated genotypes. The DCV
marker INS-22-Venus (a tagged neuropeptide) is expressed
from the integrated transgene ceIs201. Images are identi-
cally scaled. Dashed lines in (B) outline cell somas. Graph
data are means and SE from 13–15 animals each. Un-
marked bars are not significantly different from wild type.
* and *** indicate P-values that are ,0.05 or ,0.001,
respectively, and compare the indicated bar to wild type.
See Figure S7 for soluble mCherry expression controls,
which showed no difference from wild type. The C. ele-
gans gene names and the common names of each protein
are as follows, along with one or more references demon-
strating that the protein is enriched at active zones: SYD-1
(SYD-1) (Owald et al. 2010), ELKS-1 (ELKS/ERC/Bruchpilot)
(Ohtsuka et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2002; Deken et al. 2005;
Wagh et al. 2006), UNC-10 (RIM: Rab3 interacting mole-
cule) (Wang et al. 1997; Koushika et al. 2001), RIMB-1
(RIM-binding protein) (Wang et al. 2000; Liu et al. 2011),
PTP-3 (LAR: Leukocyte-common antigen related) (Ackley
et al. 2005), GIT-1 (GIT: G protein coupled receptor kinase
2 interacting protein) (Kim et al. 2003), LIN-2 (CASK: name
ontology unknown) (Olsen et al. 2005).
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region averaging 40.59 6 1.33 (N = 17 animals), the 40mm
densest region should contain a minimum of 471 DCVs. We
found that 11 puncta moved by active transport in either
direction minute in wild type (Figure 9B and Figure 10). As-
suming each punctum represents a single DCV, this estimate
characterizes the captured state in cholinergic motor neurons
as 2.3% of DCVs moving per minute.

Despite having 50 and 23% as many DCVs in this region as
wild type, mutants lacking Sentryn and/or SAD kinase had
significantly higher anterograde DCV movements/min than
wild type, but their retrogrademovements/minwere similar
to wild type (Figure 9B and Figure 10). However, after nor-
malizing to the wild type density, all three mutants had
highly significant increases in DCV movements/min/vesicle

Figure 8 Sentryn and SAD kinase inhibit the
plus-end accumulation of DCVs in distal asyn-
aptic region to keep them captured in the syn-
aptic region. (A) Rectangles in drawing indicate
regions of the DA9 motor neuron that were
imaged. Graphs plot fluorescence intensity of
the DCV marker INS-22-Emerald as a func-
tion of distance from the posterior commissure
bend. High resolution images acquired with a
large field-of-view Flash 4.0 camera were used
to reconstruct the dorsal axon from multiple
images. Arrows indicate DCVs in the asynaptic
region. In wildtype, DCVs are tightly captured
in a small region of the axon and do not sig-
nificantly accumulate in the long asynaptic re-
gion, whereas, in strn-1 sad-1 double mutants,
DCVs do accumulate in this region (arrows).
INS-22-Emerald is expressed from the genomi-
cally integrated transgene array ceIs308. See
Figure S8 for mCherry expression controls
showing that the observed differences are not
caused by changes in expression of the trans-
gene. (B and C) Representative images and
quantification of DCV fluorescence/mm in the
synaptic region (B) or DCV number/mm in the
asynaptic region (C) in the indicated genotypes.
Note that only the center part of each region
was imaged as indicated in the drawing in (A).
The DCV marker INS-22-Emerald is expressed
from the integrated transgene array ceIs308.
Graph data are means and SE from 14–15 an-
imals each. n.s., *, **, and *** indicate P-values
that are not significant,,0.05,,0.01, or,0.001,
respectively.
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in both directions (Figure 9C). These density-normalized
fold-increases for anterograde movements/min ranged
from �threefold in the strn-1 mutant to �9- to 10-fold in
the sad-1 mutant and the strn-1 sad-1 double. The latter
two strains were not significantly different from each other
in anterograde or retrograde movements per minute per
vesicle.

The results showed that, even though the increasedactivity
was highly significant for both directions of movement, the
mean proportion of movements in the anterograde direction
for mutants lacking Sentryn and/or SAD kinase was signifi-
cantly higher than in wild type, and the mean proportion of
movements in the retrogradedirectionwas significantly lower
(Figure 9D and Figure 10). About two-thirds of the DCV

Figure 9 Impaired DCV capture in mutants
lacking Sentryn and/or SAD-1. (A) Drawing
and representative image of the wildtype
DA9 motor neuron synaptic region. Noted
are the “Densest 40 mm” and the “Proximal
flux line” used for this experiment. The DCV
marker INS-22-Emerald is expressed from the
integrated transgene array ceIs308. (B and C)
Quantification of anterograde and retro-
grade DCV movements in the densest
40 mm of the synaptic region in the indicated
genotypes. Both the absolute number of
movements (B) and the number of move-
ments normalized for DCV density (C) are
shown. Normalization used the data from
Figure 8B, which quantified DCV density in
the densest 40 mm of the same strains. Data
are from the following numbers of animals,
in the same left-right order as the figures:
77, 76, 24, and 27. Each time lapse lasted
for 45 sec. Error bars are SEM. *, **, and
*** indicate P-values that are ,0.05, ,0.01,
or ,0.001, respectively. Black asterisks com-
pare the marked bar to the wild type value.
Red asterisks compare the indicated two bars
in a group. Unmarked bars are not significantly
different from wild type or the other group
member. See Figure 10 for representative ky-
mographs showing DCV movements in all four
strains. See (E and F) for Ns. (D) The percentage
of movements in each direction is based on the
combined movements of all DCVs per time
lapse recording rather than the combined
movements of each DCV in the recording.
The indicated Ns are the number of time lapse
recordings with at least one DCV movement in
the synaptic region. See (B and C) for statistical
annotations. (E and F) Mean DCV velocity and
run length of DCVs in the densest 40 mm of
the synaptic region. N is the number of move-
ments analyzed in each direction and is also the
number of movements analyzed in (B and C).
See (B and C) for statistical annotations. (G)
Mean DVCs fluxing in each direction across a
line just proximal to the start of the synaptic
region. N = 30 animals = 30 time lapses for
each strain. Each time lapse lasted 45 sec. See
(B and C) for statistical annotations.
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movements in the mutants occurred in the anterograde di-
rection, whereas in wild type about half of the movements
occurred in each direction (Figure 9D and Figure 10). We
note that this combination of both a higher level of motorized

DCV movements (i.e., uncaptured DCVs) coupled with un-
balanced anterograde transport could contribute to the de-
creased levels of DCVs in the synaptic region in the mutants,
and to the accumulation of DCVs in the distal asynaptic

Figure 10 Representative kymographs of DCVs in the DA9 synaptic region. Representative kymographs of INS-22-Emerald-loaded DCVs in the synaptic
region of the DA9 cholinergic motor neuron. Rectangle in drawing indicates region imaged. INS-22-Emerald is expressed from the integrated transgene
ceIs308. See Figure 9 for the quantifications of various parameters of DCV movements in this region. Note that the three mutant strains have fewer
DCVs in this region, but they tend to be more active (less captured) than wild-type on a per vesicle basis and tend to move more often in an anterograde
direction.
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region, which is anterograde to the synaptic region. This con-
trasts withmotor forces acting on DCVs during transport (i.e.,
in the axon initial segment, Figure 4) and at the proximal
synaptic region boundary (see below), which would tend to
cause DCVs to move toward and accumulate in the soma and
dendrite in mutants lacking Sentryn and/or SAD kinase.

DCVs in the mutants had significantly higher anterograde
and retrogradevelocities thanwild type,with increases ranging
from�6 to 34%, depending on themutant and the direction of
movement (Figure 9E). We cannot rule out that DCV colli-
sions/crowding contributed to these relatively small velocity
changes since wild type has more DCVs than the mutants.
However, the DCV movements in the synaptic region of wild
type were quite processive, with run lengths averaging 11 and
7 mm per movement in the retrograde and anterograde direc-
tions, respectively (Figure 9F). These distances spanned
multiple mini-clusters averaging �1/4th of the target region.
However, although the mutants exhibited many-fold more
DCV movements than wild type on a per vesicle basis, their
DCV run lengthswere not significantly different fromwild type
in either direction, with the exception of the sad-1 single mu-
tant, which had a slightly (�16%), but significantly, longer
anterograde run length (Figure 9F).

We next sought to determine whether increased DCVs
entering the synaptic regionmight contribute to the increased
proportion of uncaptured DCVs in the synaptic region of the
mutants. For example, the moving DCVs in the mutants may
represent DCVs that have recently entered the synaptic region
but have not yet dissociated from their microtubule tracks at
the time of observation. To test this, we measured the flux of
DCVs in both directions across a line immediately proximal to
the start of the synaptic region. Wild type DCVs entered the
synaptic region at a rate of 2.4/min, with significantly fewer
DCVs moving in the opposite direction (1.1/min; Figure 9G).
In sad-1 mutants, the number of DCVs fluxing across the
proximal synaptic region boundary in both directions was
not significantly different from wild type. strn-1 mutants
had a similar number of DCVs as wild type fluxing away from
the synaptic region. However, strn-1 mutants had signifi-
cantly fewer DCVs moving toward the synaptic region, such
that the number entering and exiting was not significantly
different. The strn-1 sad-1 double showed significantly fewer
DCVs moving across the proximal boundary in both direc-
tions (Figure 9F). Thus, the increased DCV movements per
minute in the synaptic region of the mutants cannot be ex-
plained by a greater flux of DCVs into the synaptic region.

When analyzing reverse (retrograde) flux at the boundary
of the synaptic region, it is important to remember that
mutants lacking STRN-1, SAD-1, or both proteins have 50,
23, and 19% as many DCVs in their DA9 synaptic region as
wild type, respectively (Figure 8B). Thus, their driving forces
for retrograde flux are effectively reduced by these percent-
ages, and their actual per vesicle tendencies to move ret-
rogradely across the boundary line are estimated to be
around two, four, and five times higher than actually ob-
served, respectively (the inverse of those percentages). By this

reasoning, DCVs at the proximal synaptic region boundary in
mutants lacking Sentryn and/or SAD kinase could have ten-
dencies for retrograde movement that equal or exceed their
tendencies for anterograde movements. If this is true, then a
major barrier preventing even greater retrograde depletion of
DCVs from the synaptic region due to unbalanced transport at
the proximal synaptic region boundary in themutants could be
the equilibrium reached when DCVs are lost from the synaptic
region (anterogradely and retrogradely) and the driving (mass
action) force from the synaptic region is reduced.

In summary of this section, the results support the hypoth-
esis that DCV capture is closely coupled to regulation of the
active transport system (i.e., motors and/or microtubule
tracks) by Sentryn and SAD kinase. DCVs in the synaptic re-
gion of mutants lacking Sentryn and/or SAD kinase have
many-fold more movements per minute per DCV than wild
type. Within the synaptic region, the increased active trans-
port activity occurs in both directions, but it is disproportion-
ately increased in the anterograde direction. These results
cannot be explained by an increase in new DCVs entering
the synaptic region in the mutants.

Discussion

In this study, we used a forward genetic screen to discover
roles for SAD kinase and Sentryn in DCV guided axonal
transport and synaptic capture. SAD-1 was first discovered
in C. elegans over 17 years ago based, in part, on the diffuse
localization of SVs in sad-1 mutant axons (Crump et al.
2001). Subsequent studies focused on the role of SAD-1 role
in regulating the distribution of SVs and the assembly of SV
clusters in the synaptic region (Patel et al. 2006; Hung et al.
2007; Kim et al. 2008, 2010; Klassen et al. 2010; Chia et al.
2012). Part of the significance of the current study is that it is
the first to demonstrate a role for SAD kinase in the guided
transport and synaptic capture of DCVs.

Adding significance, the current study is also the first to
report a function for a novel protein that is conserved in all
animals. We chose the name Sentryn for the new protein.
Based on “sentry,” the name is a metaphor for its role in
“standing guard” over captured vesicles and “protecting”
them from counterproductive motor activity, both during
guided transport and after capture.

In addition to discovering the first proteins with roles in
promoting DCV capture (Sentryn, SAD kinase, and Liprin-a),
three significant conceptual advances came out of this study.
First, we showed that the seemingly distinct functions of the
guided transport of DCVs and the synaptic capture of DCVs
are connected, with the identical group ofmolecules acting in
both processes to regulate active transport. An important
implication of this finding is that these same proteins must
also contribute to the critical transition between transport
and capture. Second, we showed that Sentryn, SAD kinase,
and Liprin-a can all act as part of the same system in both
contexts (guided transport and capture), although SAD ki-
nase and Sentryn may have one or more nonoverlapping
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functions in some contexts. And third, we showed that the
dual functions of DCV guided transport and DCV capture
arise from a distinct group of active-zone-enriched proteins,
because most active-zone-enriched proteins do not share
these functions. Below, we expand on these concepts and
explain their significance.

Sentryn, SAD kinase, and Liprin-a contribute to
capturing DCVs in a specialized region of the axon

This study shows that DCVs can be captured to a specialized
nonterminal region of an axon. The region with the captured
DCVs precisely coincides with the region where SVs are
captured into clusters in the same neuron (Edwards et al.
2015b). Prior studies in Drosophila have demonstrated that
DCVs have specific capture mechanisms involving the regu-
lation of DCV active transport under various activity states in
the terminal boutons of motor neurons (Shakiryanova et al.
2006; Wong et al. 2012; Bulgari et al. 2014, 2017; Cavolo
et al. 2016). However, it was unknown whether DCV capture
mechanisms were, like SV capture mechanisms, sufficiently
robust to restrict DCVs to a nonterminal bouton region, or
whether DCVs would be relatively evenly dispersed through-
out the axon. The implication of our analysis of the DA9
motor neuron is that DCVs, like SVs, have a robust capture
mechanism that keeps them concentrated at synapses regard-
less of where those synapses are located (i.e., DCVs do not
just move to the terminal region of the axon by default).

A link between DCV transport and synaptic capture:
shared molecules regulating motorized transport at two
different locations

Studies of Drosophila DCVs moving in the synaptic region
provided the first observations of DCVs being captured in
neurons in vivo (Shakiryanova et al. 2006; Wong et al.
2012). These and other studies also provided the first clues
suggesting that the capture mechanism can be altered for
capturing DCVs under different physiological conditions
(Cavolo et al. 2016; Bulgari et al. 2017). However, prior to
the current study, no proteins that promote DCV capture had
been identified, although DrosophilaHuntingtin was recently
identified as an inhibitor of DCV capture (Bulgari et al. 2017).

A significant finding of this study is that DCV guided trans-
port and synaptic capture appear to be linked through a
common set of molecules (Sentryn, SAD kinase, and Liprin-a).
One common function that links guided transport and cap-
ture is the regulation of DCV motorized transport. Our re-
sults do not distinguish between regulation by direct effects
on motor activity vs. regulation by modifications of the micro-
tubule tracks on which the motors run. However, relevant to
this, we note that past studies have found direct interactions
between Liprin-a and the KIF1A motor (Shin et al. 2003;
Wagner et al. 2009) as well as between Liprin-a and conven-
tional Kinesin (Miller et al. 2005). This suggests that direct
motor regulation may at least contribute to Liprin’s functions.
This study does not rule out the possibility that othermotors in
addition to KIF1A are relevant for DCV anterograde transport.

Indeed, a recent study found that, in Drosophila, conventional
Kinesin functions together with UNC-104 (KIF1A) after DCVs
enter the axon and begin guided transport (Lim et al. 2017).

Although our results show that both guided transport and
capture are connected through a common set of molecules act-
ing together in thesameneuronat thesametime, the relationship
of SAD-1/Sentryn/Liprin-a to the motorized transport system
must drastically change as DCVs switch from between guided
transport and capture. During guided transport, Sentryn, SAD
kinase, and Liprin-a must ensure the dominance of outward
DCV transport. However, after DCVs reach the synaptic region
and begin the transition to the captured state, these three pro-
teinsmust suppress unbalanced plus- andminus-endmovements
to prevent most DCVs from moving past the synaptic region or
returning to the soma. Our Sentryn mutant data provide an ex-
ample of this transition. In the axon initial segment, Sentryn
promotes escape from this region by reducing pausing and stim-
ulating the velocity and run length of anterograde movements
(Figure 4, D and E). This promotes guided transport to the syn-
aptic region. However, in the synaptic region, Sentryn now in-
hibits transport in both directions, such that any movements
that do occur are balanced and do not cause DCVs to perma-
nently exit the synaptic region (Figure 9, B and C). Thus, in ad-
dition to suppressing DCV movements in both directions in the
synaptic region, Sentryn and SAD kinase ensure balanced anter-
ograde and retrograde movements for any DCVs that escape
capture. This favors the recapture of DCVs in the synaptic region.

One possible explanation for these seemingly opposite ac-
tions of a single group of proteins in different regions of the
axon is that the focally high concentration of Liprin-a and
SAD kinase at active zone regions, as well as Sentryn (Edwards
et al. 2018)may alter their interactionswithDCVs in this region
and trigger the transport-to-capture transition. This may occur
as DCVs pass near active zones during transport. Indeed, al-
though Sentryn appears enriched at active zones, it also ap-
pears at lower concentrations throughout the synaptic
region (Edwards et al. 2018). This opens the possibility that
DCVs need not contact the active zone to become captured if
they can interact with lower concentrations of Sentryn, and
perhaps other capture proteins peripheral to the active zone.

Capture may not be an immediate and strong effect. Indeed,
directobservationsofDCVsbeingcapturedin livinganimalshave
shown that DCVs often shoot by proximal boutons before be-
coming captured in more distal boutons (Wong et al. 2012).
Sometimes DCVs even reverse course and exit the synaptic re-
gion before circulating back and becoming captured (Wong
et al. 2012). Additionally, neuronal activity can alter capture
dynamics (Shakiryanova et al. 2006; Cavolo et al. 2016).

A previous study reported that DCVs and SVs inDrosophila
motor neurons accumulate in a distal asynaptic region in
Liprin-a mutants (Li et al. 2014). Interestingly, that study
also found that what appeared to be “floating” fragments of
active zones also accumulated along with the vesicles. Since
SVs are known to physically associate with active zones
(Stigloher et al. 2011; Kittelmann et al. 2013), we find this in-
triguing and consistent with the idea that, in mutants lacking
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active-transport-inhibiting capture proteins,motorsmay rip ves-
icles plus attached or tethered active zone components from
synaptic sites and carry the complexes to asynaptic regions.

The meaning of “capture”

It is important to note that, in this context, “capture” need not
involve physical restraints such as tethers. Indeed our results
are at least equally consistent with the concept that capture
results frommotor regulation or from a combination of motor
regulation and physical tethering. Our finding that Sentryn
and SAD kinase can regulate motorized transport in both the
axon initial segment and the synaptic region, coupled with
our finding that Sentryn and SAD kinase contribute to DCV
capture, make it reasonable to suggest that regulation of mo-
torized transport contributes to capture. An alternative, but
more complex, explanation is that Sentryn and SAD kinase
function as motorized transport regulators in one context
(i.e., in the axon initial segment) and promote physical teth-
ers in another (i.e., in the synaptic region).

If tethering mediates capture, then the most obvious an-
chor for tethering is the DP of the active zone, from which fine
filaments can be seen connecting nearby SVs in a network
(Stigloher et al. 2011). One potential problem with this “active
zone tethering capture hypothesis” is that two recent studies
found that dual elimination of either RIM plus RIM-binding
protein, or ELKS plus RIM, led to disassembly of the active
zone/DP and eliminated tethering and priming/docking of
SVs (Acuna et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2016). However, in those
double mutants, wild-type numbers of SVs were still captured
at synapses (Acuna et al. 2016;Wang et al. 2016). Importantly,
however, the presynaptic localization of Liprin-a was not af-
fected (Wang et al.2016). This result, combinedwith the current
study, supports the hypothesis that Liprin-a (and, by exten-
sion, Sentryn and SAD kinase that act in the same system) can
mediate SV capture even in the near-absence of an active
zone and its associated clustering and tethering properties.

It is also possible that tethering contributes to capture by
preventing diffusion of DCVs after motor inhibition, or that
tethering represents a second capture mechanism that oper-
ates in a specific region of the synapse. A previous study found
evidence that at least some DCVs appear connected to fine-
filament tethers (Stigloher et al. 2011). However, it is unclear
whether DCV tethers would be sufficient to protect against
the forces exerted bymotors. Future studies may benefit from
a thoughtful consideration that the captured state may in-
volve a significant transport regulation component.

ThemechanismbywhichDCVsultimatelydisengage fromthe
motorized transport system to become captured is unknown. A
disengagement pathway may be triggered when a DCV passes
through a subregion that exceeds a threshold concentration of
unsaturated capture proteins. Our data suggest that disengage-
ment involves a transition from anterograde-dominated trans-
port (during guided transport through the axon) to a reversible
paused state (capture in the synaptic region) with rare rever-
sions to balanced bidirectional transport (within the synaptic
region), as suggested by the data in Figure 4 and Figure 9.

A specialized set of active-zone enriched proteins with
dual functions in DCV guided transport and
synaptic capture

The connectionwe established between a subset of active-zone-
enriched proteins and DCV capture is significant because no
previous study has found a special relationship between DCVs
and active zones. Prior studies of active zones have focused on
their specificity in promoting the capture and docking of SVs
(Stigloher et al. 2011; Sudhof 2012; Kittelmann et al. 2013;Wu
et al. 2013; Edwards et al. 2015b, 2018). Active-zone-enriched
proteins have not, to our knowledge, been shown to regulate
the capture of DCVs. Indeed, unlike SVs, docked DCVs analyzed
by EMare largely excluded from the region near the active zone,
which is mostly occupied by SVs, and the DCV distribution
within synapses appears random or near-random (Weimer
et al. 2006; Hammarlund et al. 2008; Hoover et al. 2014).

Among the 12 known active-zone-enriched proteins in C.
elegans, SAD kinase and Liprin-a appear to form a special subset
with roles in DCV guided transport and synaptic capture. We
can nowadd Sentryn to this small subset, since it also appears to
be an active zone enriched protein (Edwards et al. 2018). It was
reasonable for us to test other active zone proteins for roles in
DCV guided transport and synaptic capture. Indeed, six of the
seven active-zone-enriched proteinswe tested have been shown
to interact directly or indirectly with Liprin-a (SYD-2) in C.
elegans and/or other animals: SYD-1 (Chia et al. 2012), ELKS
(Ko et al. 2003b; Dai et al. 2006; Kittelmann et al. 2013), RIM
(Schoch et al. 2002), CASK (Olsen et al. 2005), LAR (Serra-
Pages et al. 1998), and GIT (Kim et al. 2003).

This study did not test two other known active-zone-
enriched proteins in C. elegans: UNC-13 and the recently re-
ported Clarinet protein (Xuan et al. 2017). A prior study found
that unc-13 near-null mutants have increased DCV levels in C.
elegansmotor neuron axons (Sieburth et al. 2007),which is the
opposite phenotype from what we observed in strn-1, sad-1,
and syd-2 mutants. Although the role of UNC-13 in DCV exo-
cytosis (Sieburth et al. 2007) could mask any effects on the
transport/capture of DCVs, there is currently no evidence that
UNC-13 promotes the transport or capture of DCVs or SVs.

It is important to note that “active-zone-enriched” does not
mean that the proteins exclusively localize to, or exclusively
function at, the active zone. In their guided transport role, SAD
kinase, Sentryn, and Liprin-a can affect themotorized transport of
vesicles and organelles at sites far removed from active zones,
suchas indendrites, theboundaries between somasanddendrites
or axons, and the axon initial segment (this study) (Goodwin and
Juo 2013; Edwards et al. 2015a,b, 2018). In immunostaining
studies of mammalian cultured neurons (both at the light level
and the EM level using multiple independent polyclonal and
monoclonal antibodies), Liprin-a localization is described as “par-
tially synaptic,” and there is extensive somatodendritic staining,
especially near the postsynaptic density and postsynaptic mem-
brane where Liprin-a functions in AMPA receptor targeting
(Wyszynski et al. 2002; Ko et al. 2003a). In C. elegans, SYD-2
(Liprin-a) is broadly expressed, even in non-neuronal cells
(Stefanakis et al. 2015).
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Sentryn interacting proteins?

In a separate study, we showed that Sentryn is required to
produce normal length DPs (the structure at the center of the
active zone) (Edwards et al. 2018), similar to what was pre-
viously shown for syd-2 (Liprin-a) null mutants (Kittelmann
et al. 2013). Sentryn is completely dependent on SYD-2 for its
localization to active zones, but not for its transport to the
synaptic region (Edwards et al. 2018). Thus, at active zones,
Sentryn may physically interact with SYD-2, or with a SYD-2-
dependent complex. However, this interaction, if present,
may be transient or unstable because Sentryn has eluded
discovery by conventional biochemical approaches for over
25 years despite intensive investigation of SVs, DCVs, and
active zone proteins by many laboratories.
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